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Judgingfrom the references,several years passed between the time when
these chapters were written and the volume's publication date. Moreover,I
could not locate a number of the referencesthat were cited in the text (including a half-dozen to Turner'spublications). If we can regard this volume with the exception of Mobilization,inauguratedin 1996,currentlynonexistent
- as several issues of a journalspecializing in disaster research,collective behavior, and social movements, it is satisfactoryas a state-of-the-artsummary
of the field at this time. Yet,it leaves the readeryearning for a great deal more
coherence.
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In 1914-15,Lenin undertook an intensive study of Hegel, a study that would
lead him to assert that no one could fully understandCapitalwithout first thoroughly studying Hegel's Logic.Lenin'sengagementwith Hegel, KevinAnderson argues, led to his breakwith the scientific Marxismof the Second International and his own earlierwritings. In this compelling,criticalstudy,Anderson
provides a careful and comprehensive examination of Lenin's turn to Hegel
and its effects on his later work. In addition to comparing Lenin's early and
later work, Anderson contrastsLenin's reading of Hegel with those of an impressive array of radical thinkers, ranging from Marx and Engels, through
Plekhanov,Lukacsand Korsch,Marcuseand Althusser,to the Johnson-Forest
Tendency.In the process,he arguesfor the originalityand significanceof Lenin's
Hegelian Marxism,making a case for a new appreciationof Leninas a theorist
and the relevanceof his work to contemporaryefforts to reconstructMarxism.
The study is comprised of three parts, with the first devoted to Lenin's
reading of Hegel, the second to the effects of this reading on his later works,
and the thirddiscussing the impactof Lenin'sstudy of Hegel on WesternMarxism. The heart of part 1 is found in chapters2 and 3, which present a detailed
analysis of Lenin's "Abstracton Hegel's Scienceof Logic."This is fascinating
reading.Anderson details the twists and turns of Lenin'sstudy, fromhis initial
resistance and skepticism through the gradual transformationof his understanding and appreciationof the Hegelian dialectic. (Any who have struggled
with Hegel's writings will also be heartenedby the inclusion of Lenin's exasperateddescriptionsof certainsections as "extremelyabstruseand almost complete nonsense" [68].)Imperialismand StateRevolutionare the focus of discussion in part2. HereAnderson shows the extent to which the dialectic pervades
Lenin'sanalyses, most notablyin his recognitionthat new objectiveconditions
(imperialismand monopoly capitalism, and the bureaucraticstate) call forth
new forms of revolutionarysubjectivity (national liberation movements and
the soviets of workersand peasants).The fact that the concept of the vanguard
party remained immune from any fundamental dialectical rethinking is also
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noted, but Anderson offers no explanationfor this beyond indirectreferences
to political and economic conditions and frequent (here and throughout the
book) referencesto and examples of Lenin's "ambivalence."While this ambivalenceis amply demonstrated,in not probingit furtherAndersonmisses an
opportunityto explore more fully the issue of theory and practice.
The discussion of the impactof Lenin'sHegelNotebooks
on WesternMarxism
in part3 is less successful than the title promises.Indeed, the argumentitself is
not always clear:did Lenin'sstudy of Hegel simply createan atmospherewhich
allowed others to turn to Hegel? or actually inspire others to study Hegel? or
directlyinfluencetheirstudy of Hegel? or was it simply that the crises of Marxism had a similar effect on many radical thinkers?To show that later writers
knew of, and in fact read (however problematically),Lenin's HegelNotebooks
does not establish the influence of the Notebookson their work. But, this may
just be a matterof semantics.
Although the problem of theory and practicein Lenin's work could have
been more fully developed and the significance of Lenin's study of Hegel to
WesternMarxismremainsunclear,this is an importantand impressive study.
This book inspires me to look again at both Hegel's Scienceof logicand Lenin's
later works;it will do the same for others interestedin reassessing and reconstructingMarxism.

